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why visualisation?

• Humans have an inherent ability to find patterns, 
but only if the information is presented a suitable 
way, usually visual information.  
 
(e.g. face recognition vs market prices evolution)



Why visualisation?

delayed!
flights route A route B

Low traffic 0 out of 10 
(0%)

1 out of 40 
(2.5%)

High traffic 5 out of 40 
(12.5%)

3 out of 10 
(33.3%)

Which route performs better?
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delayed!
flights route A route B

Low traffic 0 out of 10 
(0%)

1 out of 40 
(2.5%)

High traffic 5 out of 40 
(12.5%)

3 out of 10 
(33.3%)

Which route performs better?

Either in low and high traffic levels A outperforms B, so 
should A perform better than B overall? 



Why visualisation?

delayed flights route A route B

Low traffic 0 out of 10 
(0%)

1 out of 40 
(2.5%)

High traffic 5 out of 40 
(12.5%)

3 out of 10 
(33.3%)

total 5 out of 50 
(10%)

4 out of 50 
(8%)

It would be temping to say that if A performs better in any 
scenario it should perform better overall, but…

So it happens that B performs better than A, overall.
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but what would have happened if I had showed you 
the level of traffic vs delay plots instead of the table
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you would have instantly detected a trend in both data sets, 
indicating that B outperforms A 
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you would have instantly detected a trend in both data sets, 
indicating that B outperforms A 
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Why visualisation?

route B
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but what would have happened if I had showed you 
the level of traffic vs delay plots instead of the table

SOLVED! 

An instance of the Simpsons’ paradox  

(badly chosen partitio
n)



the (very) practical example
• The subsequent work has been developed in the 

framework of the ongoing FP7 Resilience 2050 
project as an alternative metric to measure the 
resilience* of the ATM system in Europe.  
 
*the ability to recover under abnormal conditions. 



the data set
• Nine months of traffic data 

within EU (March-
November, 2011).  

• For each flight the 
departure and arrival delay 
are known, as well as the 
aircraft registration and 
callsign. 

• Additional sources of 
information such as Metar 
reports, DDR declared 
capacities, ACC headlines. 

!
• Airports and geolocations 

have been anonymised for 
this presentation. 



route analysis

A B

CD

E

Let us consider all flights departing 
 from a given airport A. Each flight has a  

departure and arrival delay (or zero if on-time).



departure vs arrival delay
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived either at B, C, D or E

A B

CD

E

(Colour indicates arrival airport)



departure vs arrival delay

e.g. IJ1042 from A to C 
flew on 12-3-2011  

suffered a departure delay 47’  
and arrival delay 14’

A B

CD

E
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived either at B, C, D or E



departure vs arrival delay

Let us now focus on a single route 
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route selection
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived at B

A B



data cleanse
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived at any other aport

e.g. AB1042  
on 12-3-2011

Each dot represents a 
 flight that departed from A and  

arrived at B

A B

Remove artefacts to obtain a less 
biased data set increasing fit 
reliability (next step)



data cleanse
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived at any other aport

e.g. AB1042  
on 12-3-2011

Each dot represents a 
 flight that departed from A and  

arrived at B

Extreme Values Analysis 
EVA

A B



data cleanse
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived at any other aport

e.g. AB1042  
on 12-3-2011

Each dot represents a 
 flight that departed from A and  

arrived at B

Outliers Detection from Data Subspaces  
ODDS

A B



data cleanse
Each dot represents a 

 flight that departed from A and  
arrived at any other aport

e.g. AB1042  
on 12-3-2011

Each dot represents a 
 flight that departed from A and  

arrived at B

A B

Disruptions 
(getting back to this in a minute)



data fitting

A B

Goodness of fit is controlled by the 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient,  

errors by the SSE and RSME 
values. 

The dependence between arrival  
and departure delay is modelled using  
lineal regression Linear fit



reference delay rate (RDR)

A B-3.1%

0.9694

We define the (Reference) Delay 
Rate between a pair of airports as 
the first coefficient (slope in %) of 
the linear fit.

This means that, under normal 
conditions, flights between A and 

B usually absorb 3.1% of the 
departure delay.



reference delay rate (RDR)

A B-3.1%

A positive RDR implies delay 
amplification whilst a negative 
value implies delay absorption



reference delay rate (RDR)

A B-3.1%
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The whole network of delay 
amplification/absorption can be created 

using the same technique over all 
routes, but a very important source of 
delay is missing: turnaround delay. 



turnaround delay
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Let us consider all aircraft rotations at an airport A.  
Each rotation would have an associated arrival !

delay of the previous leg and a departure delay !
of the next leg (or zero if on-time).



Each dot represents an aircraft 
rotation in A

turnaround delay

A



Each dot represents an aircraft 
rotation in A

e.g. aircraft A-405 
on 21-4-2011  

arrived with 32’ delay and  
departed with 17’ delay

turnaround delay

A



Similarly to route analysis, after a data cleanse 
a linear regression is performed to  
find a linear fit

turnaround delay

A



turnaround delay

A

0.9113

We define the (Reference) Turnaround Delay  
Rate as the first coefficient (slope in %)  
of the linear fit.

-8.9%

This means that, under normal 
conditions, up to 8.9% of the 

arrival delay can be absorbed 
throughout aircraft rotation



turnaround delay

A

-8.9%

A positive RTDR implies delay 
amplification at airport A whilst a 

negative value implies delay 
absorption



the reference Graph
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The process repeats for each 
airport and it is combined with the 
route analysis producing a graph 
picture of (reference) delay rates



the reference Graph



resilience again
• Going back to the resilience concept:  
 
Resilience is the ability to recover under abnormal conditions.  

• What would be the best way to measure the 
performance degradation due to abnormal 
conditions? 

• What are those abnormal conditions? Disruptions!! 

• To find out which flights are affected by a disruption 
external sources of information need to be explored.



disruption detection
• Runway configuration change by first radar point 

data clustering:  
 
 
 
 

• Events: ACC headlines’ sentences processing 
 
 9-Dec-11,"EDDM, EHAM, LPPT, LPPR, EGLL, EHAM weather regulations. EFHK regulations due to snow and     
strong winds. GCLP closed due to military parade and fly past. LIRP delays due to VOR/DME testing. ENGM 
regulations due to staffing. LFFF ODIL, TE, OKIP regulations due to Grenelle procedure. EPWW regulations due to 
capacity in D sector and staffing in R sector. GCCC regulations in INB sector due to capacity."



delay under disruption
o flights from A to B affected by a disruption 
(e.g. severe rain)

Flights from A to B affected  
by severe rain

Reference flights  
from A to B



delay under disruption

Flights from A to B affected  
by severe rain

Reference flights  
from A to B

Reference flights 
linear regression

Disturbed flights 
linear regression



delay under disruption
Disturbance Effect 
on route A-B when  

A is affected by 
severe rain

Flights from A to B affected  
by severe rain

Reference flights  
from A to B

Reference flights 
linear regression

Disturbed flights 
linear regression



delay under disruption
Disturbance Effect 
on route A-B when  

A is affected by 
severe rain

We define the Disturbance Effect as the relative 
difference between the Reference Delay Rate 
and the  first coefficient (slope) of the linear fit 
of the sample affected by an isolated 
disruption. 

Flights from A to B affected  
by severe rain

Reference flights  
from A to B

Reference flights 
linear regression

Disturbed flights 
linear regression



disturbance Graph



multilayered Graph

Reference graph



multilayered Graph

Reference graphDisrupted state graph 



multilayered Graph

Reference graph

Fog
Staff

Thunderstorm

Rain



data Visualisation



data Visualisation



the future: dashboards
• Data representation should no longer be static. 

• Representation of non-homogeneous data sources. 

• Consuming real-time data feeds. 

• Interactive and intuitive. 

• Extensive use of visual dashboards such as d3.js 
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